Introduction
Little is known about the singularities of the equations of motion of the 7V-body problem of celestial mechanics, particularly if complex values of the independent and dependent variables are admitted. Only the three simplest cases have received considerable attention: The binary collision in the three-body problem (e. g., Sundman [10] ) and in the N-body problem (e. g., Wintner [12] ), the triple collision in the three-body problem (e. g., Sundman [9] , Siegel [7] ), and the eollision of all N bodies at the same point and instant (e. g., Block [2] , Wintner [12] ); allof the above studies are restricted to real values of all variables. For a study of the binary collision in the TV-body problem for complex values of the variables, see Sperling [8] .
It is presently unknown which types of real singularities (in the sense of complex analysis äs well äs with regard to their dynamical Interpretation) are possible in the N-loodj problem; the only general result is a remarkable statement by von Zeipel [11] (cf. 205), asserting that a singularity is a collision singularity (cf. 203) if the mutual distances remain bounded äs time approaches the instant of the singularity. ''Collision singularities" are such that the N bodies separate into distinct "clusters" with all bodies in each cluster colliding at the instant of the singularity at a well-defined point, while the clusters remain apart from each other. Since von ZeipeFs statement seems to be virtually unknown and particularly in view of Wintner's ( [12] , p. 431) remark: U A note of H. von Zeipel indicates a consideration to the effect that, if U becomes infinite when t tends to a finite value, then / must tend to infinity, unless all bodies tend to definite limiting positions. But it seems to be hard to fill in the gaps", we will subsequently present a detailed proof, following essentially von ZeipeFs ideas. Chazy's [3] attempt of a proof is only a brief sketch and must be considered at least vague. The introduction of "cluster coordinates" (cf. 103-104) enables us to prove in a simple manner that the existence of finite limits of the mutual distances implies the existence of the limits of the positions and relative positions äs t approaches a finite value (cf. 216); Wintner ([12] , p. 327) mentions this äs an undecided problem (cf. von Zeipel [11] , p. 4).
It will be shown that the known important properties of a collision of all bodies at the same instant hold, with obvious modifications, also for a collision singularity, the main result probably being that the bodies of each cluster are positioned close to a central configuration when the time is close to the instant of the singularity.
A detailed study of the case of several simultaneous binary collisions concludes the paper. This case has already been considered by Lahaye [6] ; bis treatment, however, is incomplete: bis assumption, that the asymptotic behavior of a perturbed two-body problem equals that of the two-body problem s the instant of a binary collision is approached, is not justified without proof, and he does not show that bis Solutions are the only ones. The main result of the investigation is that this singularity gives rise to an algebraic branch point of the second order on the real time axis, the same s for one binary collision; in particular, the motion can be analytically continued in the real beyond this singularity.
While writing this paper, I was informed (an abstract in the Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 15 (1968) , 631 and private communication) that H. Pollard has worked in the same field. Details of bis work have not been available to me at the time of the completion of this paper.
On the notation
Let t* Ö ± óï (later £* -0) be the instant of the (collision) singularity; all limits are taken s t-+ £* (t < £*).
c denotes a positive constant. Differentiation with respect to s is denoted by ': df/ds = f. >
The gradient of a scalar / with respect to a vector ^ is denoted by grad^/ = -~-Subscript following semicolon, if 0: some fixed value; if l, 2,3: the three components of a vector.
Equations and integrals of motion
For reference we list here the equations and integrals of niotion and some related concepts and equations, in the two coordinate Systems used later. The geometric basis is the 3-dimensional euclidean space. 
Classi cation and propcrties o! real singularities
As mentioned before, we restrict ourselves (necessarily) to real values of the independent variable time t and the dependent variables, the positions and velocities; consider only real analytic continuation of the solution of the equations of motion and exclude the two cases that t = (±) oo, or that the finite t is an accumulation point of singularities from both sides: then, if there is a singularity at i*, this point is the right or left endpoint of an open interval on which the solution is holomorphic. Without restriction of generality, we will assume that t* is the right endpoint of such an interval. Hence, by 202 theorem, at least one of the mutual distances z jk converges to zero as t -> i* for this type of singularity.
According to the original definition, the partition of the bodies into clusters (cf. 103) is quite arbitrary; in the following this partition is always used in conjunction with a collision singularity and assumed to be consistent with it, i. e. : two bodies m j and m k are in the same cluster iff z jk is very small as t -> i* = instant of the collision singularity, or in terms of cluster coordinates:
all | ae á -ae^. are very small compared with | Z l -AE ë l, Z Ö A, on the considered time interval.
Lemma. Let the % k = % k (t) be holomorphic on t 0 <Î t < t*. Then lim / <Î ïï existe s t->t*.
Proof (cf. Wintner [12] , p. 327). Let i* be a singularity, otherwise the Statement is trivial; then lim (min z jk ] = 0, hence lim (-U) = + oo. From J* -4A -2 C/ it follows that J vv is ultimately positive; hence, T is ultimately increasing and therefore ultimately does not change sign, and we conclude that / is ultimately monotonic (increasing or decreasing), implying the existence of the limit of /. Since / Î> 0, lim / is oo or a nonnegative number.
205. Theorem (von Zeipel). // there is a singularity at i* and lim J < oo s £-» £*, then t* is a collision singularity.
Proof. Assume that the solution of the JV-body problem is holomorphic on [£ 0 , i*[, f 0 < i*.
206. Let first be lim/ = 0: then z fc ->0 and z, ->0 by (102.4), implying that -> 0 and % jk -> 0; all positions £ fc and all relative positions % jk have the finite limit zero and we have a collision singularity. All bodies collide at time t* at the center of mass.
207. Now let 0 < lim / = J(t*) < oo; we partition the set of all mutual distances z jk into four disjoint subsets s follows:
first type: lim z jk > 0 exists; second type: lim z jk -0 exists; third type: lim z jk does not exist and lim inf z jk > 0; fourth type: lim z jk does not exist and lim inf z jk = 0, lim sup z jk > 0. We show in the following that 0 < lim / < oo implies the existence and finiteness of all lim 2^. In a first case (cf. 208), we assume that there are no mutual distances of the fourth type and prove our assertion directly; in a second case (cf. 209-215), we assume that there is at least one distance of the fourth type and lead this assumption to a contradiction. 216 lemma then concludes the proof.
208. First case: There are no mutual distances of the fourth type. There exist a *oo> ^o = ^oo < t*-> an d two constants a l and á 2 , Ï < á ÷ < á 2 , such that on [£ 00 , t*[ for all mutual distances of the first and third type: z jk > a 2 , and for all mutual distances of the second type: z jk < a x .
We consider now the solution on [ß 00 , ß*[. Introduce cluster coordinates such that two bodies are in the same cluster iff for their mutual distance z jk < a 1 holds.
Note. Because the mutual distances z jk are continuous on [ß 00 , ß*[ and either z jk < a l < a 2 or z ik > á 2 > á 1? the Separation of the bodies into clusters is unique on this interval; i. e., each body stays in one and the same cluster.
All mutual distances of bodies in the same cluster, say the Z-th, are by the definition of the cluster of the second type, i. e., | ae á -ae ae>/ | -> 0 s i-> t*. By (103. 4) this implies f ijfc -> 0, hence ae^-> 0, i. e., all lim ae á exist (and are zero).
Consider the equation of motion (104. 2) for the center of mass Z t of the Z-th cluster; on the right of this equation only relative positions and mutual distances of bodies in different clusters occur, i. e., the mutual distances are of the first or third type; hence the first inequality holding because of (209. 2). Define Introduce cluster coordinates such that two bodies are in the same cluster iff their mutual distance is < å*, i. e., it is in (S^, (and in different clusters iff their mutual distance is Î> c ^, i. e., it is in @ d ) on [ß 2 the right side of (213. 1) is greater than the right side of (213. 2) (recall that Q Î> l, natural). 
Let a maximum of 7°, existing by 213, be at t c , t l < t c <
/(i*) + f lt ß, = Ã (t - 2 «,< å, ô) J°v v (ô) dt, v ' ' l OB ^ « ( cf · /* = 7
-J° = J(t*) -J°(t c )
= 2 = 2 4 , this being inconsistent with the inequality (212. 7). Thus, the assumption that there is a mutual distance of the fourth type is false, and taking 208 into accoimt, we deduce that all mutual distances have finite limits. The proof is concluded by the following
Lemma. Let the N-body motion be holomorphic on [Z 0 , i*[, t Q < i*, and let all mutual distances z jk have finite limits ast^t*. Then all relative positions fy k and all positions % k have finite limits s t-> i*.
I. e., at i* the motion remains holomorphic, or there occurs a collision singularity. The proof is analogous to that in 208, observing that the set of mutual distanees of the third type is empty.
Properties of a collision singularity
301. This part generalizes results which have been established for a collision of all bodies ( u simultaneous collision"), to each cluster of the configuration developing prior to a collision singularity. The principal result is that, for t close to i*, the configuration of each cluster is close to a central configuration. Our proofs are extensions and modifications of those given in Wintner [12] .
302.
Observe that a collision singularity at £* is characterized by: at least one mutual distance converges to zero, and / ^ 0 rernains bounded and has a limit s £-> t*. Without restriction of generality we may assume that £* = 0 and that the approach is from t < 0. Also, without mentioning it always, we assume that t < 0 is very close to the instant of collision singularity t = 0, such that for the cluster coordinates holds:
ae Thus, /*" «7* vv ~ ì* is true, and it follows that (311. 9) 312. h t remains bounded s £->0: The energy h t of the /-th cluster is by (104. 5) and (104. 6) 
319.
In 319-323 we will show that each cluster's configuration is close to a central configuration if t < 0 is close to the instant t = 0 of a collision singularity; more precisely: the N l bodies of the Z-th cluster are close to a central configuration in the 7V r body problem.
We consider throughout the following an arbitrary, but fixed cluster, say the /-th. Let ø be one of the components of ae /Á ,; the conditions that the Z-th cluster form a central configuration are (cf. Wintner [12] 
Simultaneous binary collisions
We shall consider the Situation that there are L l pairs of bodies such that the two bodies in each pair collide at t = 0, while the centers of mass of the pairs and the remaining L 2 bodies approach distinct positions; thus 
405.
Without restriction of generality, we can assume that all (finitely many) components of the a t are different from zero; this can always be achieved by a constant rotation of the coordinates. We now transform the equations of motion (104. 2) and (402. 1) into a Standard form of a System of differential equations of the first order, using again s = fi s the independent variable and introducing new dependent variables »" ù,, W" and Ù, by It is apparent that the matrix of the coefficients of the linear part on the right of (408. 1) is in "block form"; consequently, the set of its elementary divisors is the union of the sets of the elementary divisors of the individual blocks (a block is the 6x6 matrix for a particular / in (408. l a) or (408. lb)).
The eigenvalues of a block in (408. l a) are + l, + l, + l, -2, -2, -2, and all elementary divisors are linear; similarly, the eigenvalues of a block in (408. lb) are + l, -l, -l, -2, -2, -4, and again all elementary divisors are linear.
By a well-known theorem about Systems of differential equations of the type (408. 1) it follows that the solution with the property that all W z , Ù ae , Ì> ; , and ω ι converge to zero s s -> 0 can be expanded into power series of s, which converge for sufficiently small | s |; the solution depends on iL 1 + 3L 2 parameters.
